
Hiring automation helps  
deliver 100+ quality  
candidates in 8 hours


The HTI Story



Who is HTI?


Founded in 1999, Human Technologies Inc. (HTI) partners 
with employers to develop processes and practices that 
build an engaged, committed workforce, helping drive 
long-term performance and profitability. Headquartered 
in Greenville, South Carolina, HTI has 12 locations in 
Illinois, Oklahoma and the southeastern US. The 
company specializes in direct-hire recruiting, industrial 
staffing, human resources consulting, training and 
development, outplacement, engineering consulting and 
physical logistics services. 



“Indeed continues to be more innovative 
than its competitors, and solutions like 
Indeed Hiring Platform help us hire in a very 
targeted and economical way.”

Brian Buchanan  
Vice President

Human Technologies Inc.


Innovations that make  
connections easier for  
both sides of the interview 

Industry: Recruiting | Industrial Staffing | Human Resources | Project Management

# of employees: 140 full time, 2,700 contract associates

Indeed products: Indeed Hiring Platform | Indeed Hiring Events | Sponsored Jobs | Indeed Resume

www.indeed.com  |  6433 Champion Grandview Way, Bldg 1  |  Austin, TX 78750  |  1-800-462-5842

10K

~50%

positions to fill  
each year


increase in  
turnover rate



HTI hiring challenges  
at a glance






HTI’s challenge: Turnover rate 
nearly doubled


HTI helps its clients hire an average of 10,000 people 
per year with the help of Indeed Hiring Platform, 
Indeed Hiring Events, Sponsored Jobs and Indeed 
Resume. However, they also see a high turnover rate 
at about 10-12%.



Why? With a large number of industrial and 
automotive clients, many of the roles HTI looks to fill 
are manufacturing-related, including positions that 
require shift work and skilled hourly associates. Many 
are also contract positions, and some employees 
have said they’d rather have the security of a full-
time job. Another challenge is hourly wages that 
aren’t competitive enough, compared to other 
industries, to retain employees.



Lack of applicant volume has been an ongoing 
challenge for HTI. In the pandemic, the US labor 
shortage became more acute, with an estimated 10 
million unfilled positions.1 HTI and its clients saw 
turnover rate almost double to 15-20%. As employees 
are reconsidering their work-life balance, many are 
reluctant to work 12-hour shifts, with night-shift 
positions being particularly difficult to fill. 
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1 US Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 2021

2 Comscore Plan Metrix Multi-Platform, 18+ Job Search Audience, January 2022

3 Indeed data (WW)




Unprecedented reach  
for unprecedented times





As part of the Great Resignation, many employees  
are rethinking not only workplace hours and 
flexibility but roles and positions altogether. With 
more job openings than people to fill them, HTI has 
experimented with other recruiting providers but 
finds that Indeed continuously produces more quality 
candidates, reaching 100% of US online job seekers2 
(and even more with its Trusted Media Network). 




“There are recruiting and staffing 
agencies on every corner in most 
towns. Indeed Hiring Platform 
enables us to generate the most — 
and the best — candidates, which 
separates us from the rest of  
the pack.” 

Brian Buchanan 

Vice President

Human Technologies Inc.

100%
Indeed reaches 100%  
of online US job seekers2 



4.5X
Sponsored Jobs are 
4.5X more likely to 
result in a hire3



http://Human Technologies Inc.


Accessible, innovative technology 
is a win-win for everyone 





To help with applicant flow for harder-to-fill positions 
such as off-shift hourly roles, HTI uses Sponsored Jobs 
to increase the visibility of its job postings and find more 
applicants faster. Another tool HTI uses for applicant 
flow is Indeed Resume, which offers instant access to 
over 225 million resumes from job seekers who are 
actively looking for employment. 



For several years now, HTI has focused on extending its 
reach to job seekers in innovative ways. In 2018, for 
example, HTI rolled out its Job Mobile, a “job truck” that 
travels throughout the Southeast to extend HTI’s 
recruiting capabilities beyond its physical locations.



More recently, HTI has been successfully using Indeed 
Hiring Events to further extend its candidate outreach. 
The HTI team has noticed that many applicants who 
come to these events, many of whom don’t have 
computers, rely solely on the resume they created on 
Indeed, as it’s the only one they have. 



During the pandemic’s early, difficult days, HTI started 
using Indeed Hiring Platform. Candidates who were 
fearful of in-person meetings appreciated the ability to 
easily participate in virtual interviews. 

 

Indeed Hiring Platform helps candidates find jobs, get 
prescreened using the employer’s specific questions or 
assessments and connect with recruiters quickly. 

 

With Indeed Hiring Platform, the HTI team was also able 
to reach a more diverse group of job seekers than was 
possible with in-person interviews. For example, they 
were able to hire a couple experiencing homelessness 
who had become unemployed at the beginning of the 
pandemic. The couple applied, scheduled an interview 
and interviewed for their jobs with HTI using a 
smartphone and Indeed Hiring Platform. 
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90%
Eliminate  up to 90% of 
time spent on manual 
recruiting tasks1



1 Indeed data, average time savings, US





“Ease of use is important — for 
both recruiters and applicants —  
and Indeed gives both sides the 
tools they need to find each other.”

Kent Ryburn

Operations Leader

Human Technologies Inc.

https://www.indeed.com/hire/sponsored-jobs?hl=en&co=US
https://www.indeed.com/employers/resume-search?hl=en&co=US
https://www.indeed.com/employers/hiring-events
https://www.indeed.com/employers/hiring-events
https://www.indeed.com/employers/hiring-platform


Indeed Hiring Platform has also enabled HTI to 
increase the number of interviews its recruiters can 
conduct. For example, on average, Indeed Hiring 
Platform has helped HTI obtain 100+ quality 
candidates in just eight hours, much higher than 
before the company’s use of Indeed’s platform. HTI 
has increased its show rates to an average of about 
25%, up from approximately 15%, thanks to its use of 
Indeed Hiring Platform. 

 

The HTI team appreciates how responsive Indeed is, 
noting that recruiters are able to talk directly to 
Indeed sales and client success team members. By 
comparison, other hiring platforms HTI has used only 
allowed them to ask questions using a chat function. 

 

For its ease of use and proven benefits in attracting 
and interviewing quality candidates as efficiently as 
possible, HTI plans to continue using Indeed Hiring 
Platform. 
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10%
increase in show rate

100+
qualified applicants in 8 hours 

“The biggest plus for Indeed is that they continue to be 
more innovative than their competitors. Solutions like 
Indeed Hiring Platform help us hire in a very targeted 
and economical way.”

Brian Buchanan 

Vice President

Human Technologies Inc.



Quickly get interviews with quality talent using 
the reach of the world’s largest hiring platform.2



Hire up to  
10X faster1

Find out how Indeed Hiring Platform can help save you time while 
reaching your hiring goals

go.indeed.com/hiringplatform

Why it works

Save time and 
speed up hiring 
with automation
We automate more than 70% of recruiting  
steps to help teams interview screened  
candidates faster.1




Reach more  
diverse and 
engaged talent
Over 100% of US online job seekers visit Indeed.3 
With Indeed Hiring Platform, screened candidates 
that meet your hiring requirements can instantly 
schedule interviews with your team. Help expedite 
hiring for everyone.



Better candidate 
and interviewer 
experiences
Interview and rate candidates all on Indeed Hiring 
Platform. Of interviewed candidates, 80% are 
positively rated by employers, and 95% of job 
seekers rate the experience favorably.1



Indeed Hiring Platform
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3X Increase in scheduled interviews1

90% Time savings on administrative  
recruiting tasks1

2M+ Interviews scheduled by engaged  
and relevant talent1

80% Candidates are rated positively  
by employers1

Recruitment automation saves time

Improved candidate experience

An integrated, all-in-one solution

1 Indeed data (US)

2 Comscore, Total Visits, March 2021

3 Comscore Plan Metrix Multi-Platform, 18+ Job Search Audience, January 2022


https://go.indeed.com/ihp-cs2
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